
Identification and Classification

Getting into activities

Activity A

Show the class the pictures of invertebrates and amphibians (see final pages of this document) and 
check their understanding of the two animal groups. What is an amphibian? (The word amphibian 
means ‘two-lives’. Amphibians spend their lives in two places: the water and the land. They start their 
lives with gills, living in water and then breathe air on land, as adults). What is an invertebrate? (An 
animal that does not have a backbone or skeleton inside its body. Many invertebrates have skeletons 
on the outside of their bodies like a suit of armour, or some, like the earthworm, don’t have skeletons 
at all). Does anyone know any facts about any of these animals? Which ones have you seen before? 
Where have you seen them? Are there any that you’ve never seen before?

Activity B

Split the class into groups, provide each group with the a copy of the pictures and ask them to cut 
roughly around each invertebrate (removing the millipedes, centipedes and woodlouse for now). 
Now tell them to sort and group them. Don’t give learners any direction as to how to group them or 
into how many groups but explain that there is no ‘wrong’ way. As a class, discuss how learners chose 
to group and sort the invertebrates. 

Explain that, when simplifying, these invertebrates can be classified under four main groups. Ask 
them to condense their sorting, into four groups but again don’t tell them the group headings. Finally 
reveal the group names 1) snails and slugs (molluscs), 2) worms (annelids), 3) spiders (arachnids) and 
4) insects. Compare these headings with the groups that the learners most recently sorted into. 

 
Is that how you sorted them? Are there any that are hard to place? (You could laminate one of 
these sets as an ongoing interactive display titled ‘How many ways can you sort these animals?’ 
Which of these might you see on your visit to a WWT centre? 
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Activity C

Provide pairs with copies of the animal pictures. Explain that there are other people (members of 
the public, siblings, parents) that might not know how to identify an invertebrate. The aim of this 
session is to create a branching key that will help others to classify. As a class, create a list of yes/no 
questions that could be used to classify an invertebrate e.g. Does it have legs? Does it have wings? 
Is it segmented?

Learners select yes/no questions to create a classification key e.g. 

Does it have legs? No. Is it segmented? Yes - it’s a worm, No - it’s a slug/snail.

Does it have legs? Yes. Does it have more than 6 legs? Yes - it’s a spider No - it’s an insect. 

Less time? 

Just do Activity B

Have a whole afternoon?

Extend Activity A by adding myriapods (centipedes and millipedes) and crustaceans (woodlouse) 
to the session. This will allow learners to sort all of the invertebrates on the shown in the pictures. 
NB. It will also increase the complexity of creating the classification key in Activity C.

Go outside

To encourage ongoing learning, peer learning and to ‘check’ that their classification key works, 
learners should take them to other year groups or take them home. They should ask a friend or 
family member to choose an animal from the pictures and answer the questions.

Do they identify the correct animal?



Ant Butterfly Caterpillar
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Fly Ground beetle Ladybird

Centipede Earthworm Earwig

SlugMillipede Shield bug
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Snail Spider Wasp

Woodlouse

Common toad Smooth newtCommon frog
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